Eva Roe:
Recap:
We meandered further into the swamp, partially led by Gorgut. After some harrowing ordeals with 
birds, a treesnake, and a smoke monster, we found the goblin tribe, the chief of which, Forglung, 
is now taking us to see a man known as "Doran".
Sarachim:
Don't say "smoke monster." It makes me sound derivative. :P
Otherwise, that's fine. Begin!
Eva Roe:
We have been advised not not actually call Doran Doran, since he seems to take offense to that. 
Also, he doesn't like to see people and he doesn't take baths.
Xiriatl:
(i wonder if doran doran has an excessive machine)
Sarachim:
Sarachim:
You are almost to the house. From inside, you hear a man's voice. It has the aggrieved tone of a 
man at the end of his patience.
"More people? Good gods, why can't you all just go away?"
Leitha:
(oh lillith)
Xiriatl:
(well, I'm glad somebody's seen Barbarella)
"All we want is some advice, and then we'll be on our way."
Sarachim:
The door opens, and you see a human with uncut gray hair standing in it. "Here's some advice: go 
now, and I won't set the landsharks on you."
Eric:
"The... what?"
Eva Roe:
"Landsharks?" I ask.
Sarachim:
"Land. Sharks." He mutters something to himself that you can't quite catch, though you're pretty 
sure you hear "idiots."
Wybren:
I look around for landsharks, then say "Please, sir, we'd just like to ask you about the weather."
Eva Roe:
"Truely, the oceans seek to defeat me on land as well."
Xiriatl:
"You've noticed the unusual weather lately, haven't you? Hasn't it been a nuisance to you? We're 
here to stop it."
Leitha:
"Well, we're here to try to. No promises."
Sarachim:
He starts to yell, then stops. ". . . you're not going to go away, are you?"
Wybren:
"Not until we find out about the weather."
Eric:
"We're annoying like that."
Sarachim:
"I figured. I recognize the type. I guess you might as well come in."
Leitha:
"Also we've nowhere better to be."
Wybren:
"Telling us might make us leave much, much, more quickly."
Sarachim:
"That is my great hope." He steps out of the doorway, and waves for you to come inside.
Eric:
I step inside.
Xiriatl:
I enter.
Leitha:
I follow.
Wybren:
I enter.
Eva Roe:
I enter, still exhausted from my earlier ordeals.
Sarachim:
The inside of the hut is dry, but unlit. The corners are in deep shadow.
"Doran" sits down on a roughly-made chair, and motions to the floor.
Eva Roe:
I sit down.
*on the floor, that is.
Wybren:
I, too, sit.  Also on the floor.
Sarachim:
When you sit, you realize the floor is, in fact, the ground.
Eric:
I remain standing.
Leitha:
I remain standing, and discretely look around the hut - anything that looks valuable, unusual, or 
out of place.
Wybren:
As I do so, I look around (perception).
Sarachim:
"Now, what is it you want to know?"
Wybren:
...(roll command please? Knew I was forgetting something)
Eva Roe:
(//roll-dice 1-sides 20)
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Wybren:
...
Eric:
(Heh)
Eva Roe:
"We're here regarding weather anomalies, and we were told you might know something regarding 
it."
Wybren:
"We suspect the anomaly helped shipwreck us here."
Sarachim:
Wybren sees a long, squat animal with many legs run up to Doran and nuzzle his leg. At first he 
thinks he's seeing things, but it turns out that, no, it's really there.
Sarachim:
"Well, I don't know anything. I don't know why you'd think I do."
Leitha:
"We were told you knew a lot of things."
Xiriatl:
"Forglung seems to think you're some kind of saviour."
Sarachim:
"Forglung?"
Xiriatl:"The leader of the nearby goblin tribe that just moved in."
Sarachim:
"Oh, that guy. He's an idiot."
Eric:
"What makes you say that?"
Wybren:
"Owning landsharks is, ah, pretty unusual.  It's pretty reasonable for us to suppose that someone 
who owns landsharks is no ordinary hermit."
Sarachim:
"Well, he thinks I'm some kind of savior, for one. All I want is to be left alone."
"And I don't own them, I just like them." He takes a piece of meat out of one of his pockets, and 
throw it to the landshark. It waves its fins happily.
Leitha:
"You must have given him some sign of your, er, savioryness, though?"
Sarachim:
"I told him to go away. If he doesn't, maybe I'll smite him for being a heretic."
Wybren:
"A heretic? To what?"
Leitha:
"So do you know anything about the weather or was Forglung being an idiot about that as well?"
Sarachim:
He looks at Wybren: "For disobeying his savior, obviously!" He looks at you curiously. "You know, 
you remind me of someone I used to know."
Wybren:
I blink and frown.  "Indeed?"
Sarachim:
"Yeah. She was pretty annoying."
Xiriatl:
"To be fair, is there anyone who doesn't annoy you?"
Sarachim:
"Sure, lots of people." He pauses. "Well, a few people. I haven't seen any of them in a while." 
Wybren:
"Ahh...I see.  I think.  Well, if you tell us what you know about the weather around here, we'll do 
our best to stop annoying you."
Sarachim:
"As for the weather, I know it's been weird. I'm not sure what you expect me to do about it."
Xiriatl:
"So you don't have any possible leads on its source? You know this island better than we do, I'm 
sure."
Sarachim:
He thinks. "It's worse to the south of here. Sharky won't even go down there any more."
Xiriatl:
"That makes sense. We're from an island to the southeast, and the storms have been affecting us 
too. That's why we came here."
Sarachim:
"That's great. Are you finished?"
Xiriatl:
"Well, the proximate cause of our coming here is a shipwreck."
Wybren:
"Worse in what way?  And about how far south?"
Eva Roe:
"Actually, I do have a question."
Xiriatl:
"But we wouldn't have been on the ship if we weren't searching for the cause of the storms."
Sarachim:
"Of course you do."
Eva Roe:
"Have you noticed any odd behavior from the local wildlife recently?"
Sarachim:
"Oh, lots. Something's bothering them."
Leitha:
(muttered); "He keeps some kind of dog-shark as a pet. There's nothing *not* odd about the 
wildlife round here..."
Eric:
"Did that happen about the same time as the weather, or were they separate incidents?"
Sarachim:
"The wildlife came first. That would be," he pauses for a long time, as though counting in his head, 
"a month ago."
Leitha:
"Any ideas what might be making them ravenous for 2-legged prey then?"
Sarachim:
"Well, you're soft, and stupid, and clearly have no idea where you're going."
Eric:
"Do you know where the animal disturbances started or are worst?"
Eva Roe:
"Yeah, but it's like everything here is taking a personal vendetta against us."
Wybren:
"Us, but mostly Eva."
Leitha:
"I think Xir is probably first choice from the menu actually."
Sarachim:
"No. It's everywhere at once, and I'm not."
Xiriatl:
"Only for birds. Seemed like the sasquatch took a particular liking to you, actually, Leitha."
Leitha:
"Yeah, because I was the only one with enough cajones to do something other than hide behind a 
tree..."
"But we digress."
Sarachim:
"Shut up! Ask me all of your questions as fast as you can, and then go away!"
Wybren:
"How far south is the weather disturbance centered, and can you name any landmarks in the 
vicinity or along the way?"
Sarachim:
"I don't know where it's centered. And I bet you're one of those people who thinks trees all look 
alike."
Leitha:
"We are. Any landmarks that aren't trees?"
Sarachim:
"There are some lovely rocks."
Leitha:
"...oh boy."
Xiriatl:
"Any... especially distinctive ones?"
"If there were a giant cave mouth in the shape of a skull to look for, that would be just great."
Sarachim:
". . . how do you know about them?"
Xiriatl:
"Er, that was a hypothetical example. Is there a giant cave mouth in the shape of a skull?"
Sarachim:
The man is glaring at Xiriatl now. More than he was glaring before, I mean, and at Xir specifically.
"Not here. And that's not funny."
Eric:
"We might be able to talk a goblin into going along with us. They can probably tell trees and rocks 
apart."
Sarachim:
"Bah, goblins. Everywhere I go, it's a band of idiots and some goblins."
Leitha:
"We'll lie and say the "savior" commanded one of them to go with us. I mean, that's one less for 
him to deal with, right?"
Xiriatl:
"There shouldn't be any need to lie..."
Sarachim:
The man's eyes light up. "Hey, you could say I commanded them all to go! That's a great idea!"
Eric:
I sigh. "I saw that one coming..."
Leitha:
"You can thank me in coin my good man."
Wybren:
"Well, you've certainly implied that is your command to them.  I guess now that we've learned 
more about the climate and fauna, we can leave you in peace.  Thank you, ah--what IS your 
name?"
Leitha:
"Doran, duh."
Sarachim:
The man rises, and punches Leitha in the face.
Eva Roe:
"...Yeah, Forglung warned us about that one, moron."
Leitha:
"It was worth it."
Eva Roe:
"If you say so."
Eva Roe:
I grimace and rise.
Sarachim:
The man sits down, looking a little embarrassed. "No, it's not that. The elf reminds me of this other 
idiot. It was kind of a reflex."
Wybren:
...
Sarachim:
"My name is Thuja. Go away."
Wybren:
I nod politely, rise, and move toward the door.
Eva Roe:
I nod. "Thank you for your hospitality."
Eric:
(Heh)
Leitha:
(at least i didnt mention anything about a hat... :p)
Sarachim:
Thuja is petting Sharky, and ignoring you.
Wybren:
I go outside.
Eric:
I hurry out and once I'm a fair distance away I take several deep breaths. "Whew."
Eva Roe:
I leave as well.
Xiriatl:"Thank you for your time." I leave.
Sarachim:
It's still stormy outside. Forglung is waiting here.
Xiriatl:
"Well, at least we've confirmed that the disturbance is somewhere to the south. Probably."
Wybren:
"What an interesting fellow."
Leitha:
"And we also confirmed that he's a jerk."
Wybren:
"YOU confirmed it."
Leitha:
"It was for the good of the group. He's just lucky he doesn't have anything good to steal."
Sarachim:
Forglung says, "See, not what I expected."
Eva Roe:
"...You were going to rob. him?!?"
Leitha:
"Oh, Forglung, he did give us a message to give to you and the other goblins."
Xiriatl:
"His advice seems to be that we all ought to leave, you and your tribe included."
Wybren:
"Yeah...um, Forglung, I don't think there's much of anything that would make him happier than if 
you all moved away."
Leitha:
"Oh, Xir, stop ruining my fun!"
Sarachim:
Forglung looks happy for a moment, then crestfallen when Xiriatl speaks. "He said that again?"
Leitha:
"No, he didn’t."
"He said he HAD told you that before, but you didn't go."
"And then he said he was getting used to having you around."
Xiriatl:
"Leitha, what are you--"
Sarachim:
Forglung looks confused. ". . . well, that's progress, I guess."
Leitha:
"I think he likes the company, really."
Eva Roe:
"..."
Sarachim:
"Really? I knew it!"
Eva Roe:
"I need sleep before I can deal with this..."
Wybren:
"...yes, Leitha, and then he said he wanted us to tell them to leave." I conclude firmly.
Eric:
I poke Leitha firmly in the ribs.
Sarachim:
You're almost back to the goblins' cave. Forglung is getting upset.
Sarachim:
"Well, which is it?"
Eva Roe:
"He wants you to leave."
"I'm sorry to be so blunt, but that's what he said."
Leitha:I shrug.
Wybren:
"Leitha just got a little too close for comfort to the guy, and I think now she's feeling a 
little...sharky."
Sarachim:
You're back at the cave now. "Yes, she could probably use some rest."
Leitha:
"His name is Thuja though, if you want to go and throw him a huge party."
Wybren:
I roll my eyes.
Xiriatl:
"I wish we had better news. But somehow, I doubt he could give you much help even if he were 
inclined to do so."
Sarachim:
". . . he told you his name?" Forglung is ecstatic again. He grabs Leitha and hugs her.
"That's more than he's ever told us! Oh, this is great! He finally told us his name!"
Eva Roe:
I stalk out a nice to sleep in the cave.
Leitha:
"See, we did make progress! Now do you believe me?"
Sarachim:
"Well, no. You're clearly lying about the rest of it."
Eric:
I poke Leitha in the ribs again, harder this time.
Eva Roe:
"What is it with you and that guy anyway? He certainly doesn't seem the type to invite people 
here. How did you find out about him?"
Xiriatl:
"Psychic visions, remember?"
Sarachim:
Forglung sits down against a cave wall. "As I said, I saw him in a. . . vision is the right word, right? 
For when you see something important in your mind?"
"Yes, psychic vision. Thank you, Xiriatl."
Eva Roe:
"Oh... right." I rub my temple. "Well... that begs another question. Why would you get sent a vision 
of this man. And who would send it."
Xiriatl:
"I must admit, I don't see by what means a surly hermit could be important. But anything is 
possible given a long enough chain of cause and effect."
Sarachim:
Forglung adopts the patient tone of someone explaining something to a child. "Nobody sends 
visions. You just get them."
Wybren:
"He spoke of having known others..."
Leitha:
"You were sent a vision because he's important somehow. And before you poke me in the ribs 
again, Eric, Xir agrees."
Wybren:
"Perhaps sometime in the past, he was involved in important matters.  Or had important 
connections?"
Leitha:
"You'll have to stay here until you figure out his significance."
Wybren:
"Any chance you could scry Thuja, Xir?"
Xiriatl:
"I could... try. I'm not sure what good it would do."
Xiriatl:
I cast Portent, attempting to divine important events in Thuja's near future.
(1 Stamina)
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Eric:
"Yeah, and perhaps Sharky sent the vision because it really wants to be able to go explore down 
south again. I can't imagine even a landshark would want to remain in the same room with him 
forever."
Wybren:
(Oh, I meant trying to find out about his history; sorry that wasn't clear)
Xiriatl:
(Detect History is a touch-range spell.)
(You see the problem there.)
Wybren:
(Oh.  Yeah.  Never mind...)
Leitha:
(get him to punch you too. :p)
Leitha:
"Did you see the teeth on that thing? I'm not sure Thuja is keeping Sharky there against its will."
Xiriatl:
"He knows... something important to Eric?"
"Eric, do you have any idea what Thuja might know about you?"
Eric:
"Huh?"
Xiriatl:
"Don't ask me, I'm just the messenger."
"All I can tell is that he's important somehow, to all of us and to Eric in particular."
Wybren:
"Really?  Eric? Hmm..."
Sarachim:
You notice that Forglung has fallen asleep.
Eric:
I look anxious. "Perhaps..."
Wybren:
"I don't suppose you have any forgotten hermit-relatives or anything?"
Eric:
"If they're forgotten, how would I know about them?"
Wybren:
...
Sarachim:
(Ha ha)
Eva Roe:
I curl up with Patches and try to go to sleep.
Wybren:
"If Thuja is so important...do you think we should ask him to come with us?"
Leitha:
"You honestly think he'd agree?"
Wybren:
"He probably doesn't want to...but should we at least try?"
Eva Roe:
"I forsee that going swimmingly."
"If you really think it's best... we do need someone to guide us around, now that Gramzon's gone."
Wybren:
"Maybe if Eric talks to him?  Since you have some connection."
Leitha:"Thuja probably doesn’t even know about the connection. He didn't mention it."
Eric:
"Er... I suppose I could try tomorrow, if you want. But shouldn't we be getting some sleep now?"
Xiriatl:
"I suppose so. Even I need to sleep sometimes."
Wybren:
I look around.  "You're right.  Time to rest.  Should we set watches?"
Leitha:
"Might be a good idea. I'll take the last one."
Wybren:
I can go first.
Sarachim:
If you're resting, then watchers roll perception.
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Eva Roe:
Can Patches keep watch?
Sarachim:
You could try it, but he'd be less reliable than a person.
Eva Roe:
Eh, I'll just use him as a comfy pillow, then. :P
Sarachim:
Most of you regain 3 HP and 3 stamina. The watchers regain 3/2, and Xiriatl, coming down off a 
stimulant potion, gains 3/0.
Anyone who wants to change their spells around may do so, if they like.
Eva Roe:
I'm happy with my current set.
Eric:
"So, what are we doing today?" I don't look like I've slept well this afternoon.
Sarachim:
Anyway, you pass a restful afternoon with whatever goblins are around, sleeping intermittently 
and recovering from your trip here.
(Last session ended noonish, remember.)
Wybren:
"Well, I think you ought to talk to Thuja, and then we'll head south, I guess."
Xiriatl:
(Today I'll pick Detect Magic, Vision, Locate, Detect History, Instinct and Analyse Structure.)
Sarachim:
Just as you're getting up, Forglung (who must have went out at some point) comes running in.
Eva Roe:
I drowsily get up.
Sarachim:
"Big news! Get up! Get up!"
Eva Roe:
"Tell me it's coffee. Please say it's coffee..."
Xiriatl:
I get up. "What's happening?"
Eric:
"What did you find?"
Leitha:
"...find?"
Sarachim:
"Okay, listen. After Gorgut got lost, I sent two trackers to find where she got taken to. One of them 
just came back with news."
Eric:
"See. Discover. Whatever."
Sarachim:
Forglung had been speaking rapidly, but now he suddenly stops. He looks like he's unsure how to 
say what comes next.
Sarachim:
"There's two things. You, uh, you had a dragonborn in your group, right?"
Xiriatl:
"... yes?"
Eva Roe:
"..."
Wybren:
"Gramzon? Yeah."
Eva Roe:
"Oh no..."
Sarachim:
He grimaces. "The trackers found the house you described. There were signs of a struggle in the 
basement. I mean a new struggle, not the one you already know about."
Xiriatl:
"How far in? We found a long series of tunnels under there."
Sarachim:
"They found two trails leading away from there, not counting yours, so they each followed one. 
Surglo, the goblin who just came back, she says that the trail he took led to an old, stone building, 
and that just as he got there the band he was tracking took a dragonborn inside.""I don't know how far in, you'd have to ask Surglo."
Eva Roe:
"Band?"
Wybren:
"The tracks were in the tunnels or above ground?"
Sarachim:
"Above ground. About fifteen, mostly human, several of them wounded. Again, you'd have to ask 
Surglo for more. But I'm afraid there's more bad news."
Xiriatl:
"Well, no sense in doing things by halves. Tell us the rest."
Sarachim:
"The other trail, the one Surglo's companion followed, was left by a much larger group. And it was 
headed back the way you came. Toward the coast."
Wybren:
"Headed back?  Had it COME from the coast?"
Sarachim:
". . . I'll call Surglo." Forglung whistles, and a short, young goblin man enters the cave and 
approaches you. "This is Surglo. Surglo, answer their questions as best you can."
Wybren:
"Did the tracks suggest that these two groups started together and split, or were they apparently 
two separate groups who passed near the same area?"
Eva Roe:
I get my spellbook out and start morning preparations.
Leitha:
"Erm... first things first. Was Gramzon, the dragonborn, was he alive? Could you tell?"
Leitha:
I glare at the rest of my companions.
Sarachim:
"He was not awake, but he was restrained, which would be pointless if he were dead."
Leitha:
"Well, that's something."
Xiriatl:"So he appeared to be their captive, then?"
Wybren:
"How do you know it our dragonborn, and not some other?"
Sarachim:
"It appeared that the two groups both came from the building that I saw, marched to Survi's house, 
captured your friend, and split up. Or split up, and captured your friend."
He describes the dragonborn he saw. It could be Gramzon.
Wybren:
"Strange.  Where was this building that they came from, relative to Survi's place?"
Leitha:
"It was a dragonborn in exactly the same place we left Gramzon. It'd be stupid not to think it's him. 
We have to go."
Eric:
"Could you tell anything else about the group you followed?"
Sarachim:
"The building was southeast, about halfway between here and there. Not in a direct line, of 
course."
"What else would you like to know about them?"
Xiriatl:
"Were they armed?"
Wybren:
"The composition of the group?  Numbers?  Any clue about who or what was leading them?"
Sarachim:
"About fifteen, mostly human, with three elf mages, one of them the leader. All armed, several 
wounded."
Wybren:
"Wow.  You're good."
Sarachim:
Surglo smiles. "Thank you."
Wybren:
"Gramzon must have put up a fight."
Eric:
"They sound like bandits to me."
Sarachim:
"With respect, sir, they seemed more like soldiers."
Wybren:
"...right.  Bandits that live in a nature preserve inhabited by no one except a hermit."
Wybren:
"There's got to be more to it."
Sarachim:
Surglo looks at Wybren, confused. "No, sir. Soldiers."
Eric:
"Hmm."
Eva Roe:
"So where do trained soldiers come from on the middle of an island abandoned to nature?"
Leitha:
"Soldiers? Did they have any markings that make you think this? Could you describe it if they 
did?"
Wybren:
"Let's go find out." I look to the southeast.
Sarachim:
"No, ma'am, it was more the way they behaved. They were quiet, and marched in a straight line. 
More, they left your friend's possessions behind."
"Oh, I forgot! I brought them!" Surglo sets down a large bad he was carrying, full of items.
Leitha:
"Thank you, saves us a trip."
Wybren:
"Odd.  That's definitely not very bandit-like."
Leitha:
"Wybren, the man said they were soldiers already."
Eva Roe:
"Surglo, do you happen to know what kind of mages the elves were?"
Xiriatl:
"I wonder if they... oh my."
Sarachim:
"No, ma’am, I'm afraid not."
Xiriatl:
"Could they have been searching for Survi, do you think?"
Wybren:
"Why would they be looking for him?"
Xiriatl:
"Who knows. But if they were led by elves, they might have some connection to him."
Wybren:
"...not all elves are connected in some vast elven conspiracy."
Eric:
"Why would they split up if they thought they had Survi, though?"
Wybren:
"If they found Gramzon, they may know that Survi is dead."
Xiriatl:
"I don't know. But why else would a band of soldiers come here?"
Leitha:
"They knew it wasn't Survi, maybe? And followed our tracks back to the coast?"
Leitha:
"And Thuja said the storms were worse to the south. Maybe the soldiers are connected."
Eric:
"Wouldn't they have seen our tracks this way and split up into three groups, then?"
Wybren:
"Well, the most obvious reason I can think for soldiers and mages to be here would be...the 
weather, like Leitha said."
Leitha:
"We should head off though - once they realise how clueless Gramzon is, they'll probably kill him."
Wybren:
"Hmm.  If they got Gramzon, and found our tracks, they could certainly know about us.  But that 
might mean they didn't want to pick a fight with us right them."
"They could conceivably just want to avoid us - after all, if it weren't for Surglo, we might never 
have know they were there."
Xiriatl:
"Wounded or not, I don't think we can fight that many people at once. Do we have a plan for what 
to do when we catch up with them?"
Wybren:
"I just hope they aren't going to try to ambush us."
Leitha:
"It's night time - they'll probably be mostly asleep. We kill the guards, sneak in, and rescue 
Gramzy."
Xiriatl:
"Always with the killing. That's not the way to make friends, Leitha."
Wybren:
"I've seen plans like that before, and they don't always go smoothly.  I'd like something better.  But 
it may depend on WHERE we catch up to this gang."
Leitha:
"Well, you go and try and make friends, maybe take them out to lunch, arrange to go for a drink 
sometime. When that doesn't work, I'll make sure you get a proper burial, Xir."
Wybren:
"Leitha, I think Xir is just saying that maybe before we plan to kill these guys, we should first try to 
find out a little more about them."
Xiriatl:
"We don't even know what their goals are, or who's supporting them. We don't want to make an 
enemy of an entire army."
Leitha:
"Fine, fine."
Wybren:
"Maybe these guys would LIKE to be addressed as 'Doran'.  You should try it once we get there."
Leitha:
"I think he punched me because I asked for payment, actually, but I'm not a hundred percent on 
that right now."
Leitha:
(that sounds wrong...)
Sarachim:
(Haha, I didn't notice until you said so.)
Eva Roe:
"Guys, GUYS! We need to work together on this one. We can tear into each other like rabid 
jackals AFTER we rescue Gramzon."
Leitha:
"Anyway, we should start heading towards their base. And thank you Surglo. I'll be sure to tell 
Thuja how helpful you were!"
Sarachim:
"Thank you, ma'am, but with respect you still need me to guide you there."
Wybren:
"Agreed, let's go." I look readily at the tracker.
Leitha:
"Oh, you're coming too. Great."
Sarachim:
"Well, um, only if you want. If you can find it without me that's fine."
Eva Roe:
"We need all the help we can get on this one."
Wybren:
"We would be grateful for your aid."
Eric:
"I suppose you can fight well enough if we end up in a tight spot, right?"
Sarachim:
Surglo gulps. "Yes, of course."
Leitha:
"Oh, no, I didn't mean to sound... No, we'd be really grateful of your help. Sorry, I'm just worried 
about my friend."
Leitha:
(bluff :p)
Eric:
"We'll try to avoid that, of course. Lead on. We'll be right beside you."
Sarachim:
"Okay." He leads the way out of the cave, and goes northeast. Even though you're going back into 
the swamp, you keep a good pace.
Eva Roe:
I stand up, hand the cup/mug to the goblin brewer, and join the party.
Wybren:
I follow, keeping an eye out for signs of ambush.
Sarachim:
Happily, the storms slows and then stops as you're walking. After about an hour of uneventful 
travel, just as dusk is giving way to night, Surglo silently signals for you to stop.
Xiriatl:
I stop.
Eva Roe:
I stop.
Wybren:
I halt, instead.
Leitha:
"What is it?" (whispered)
Eric:
I stop.
Sarachim:
He whispers. "The. . . castle is just over the next rise."
Eva Roe:
"...castle?"
Sarachim:
"I am not sure that's the right word."
Eric:
"Oh boy. How big is it?"
Xiriatl:
"Just how large is this place we're headed for?"
Xiriatl:
(ffff)
Leitha:
(oh frank :p)
Sarachim:
"With respect, sir, you will probably learn more by looking at it."
Eva Roe:
I carefully creep ahead with me feline companion.
(Also, I am apparently a pirate. Arrrrr.)
Leitha:
I move forward to get a look at the castle-thing too.
Wybren:
I slowly move forward toward the crest, and peek over.
Eric:
I move forward with the rest.
Xiriatl:
Me too.
Sarachim:
Peeking over the top of the hill, you see an odd building. It doesn't look like a castle so much as a 
big stone house surrounded by a palisade.
Xiriatl:
"Hmm. Do you think there's anyone inside right now?"
Sarachim:
The palisade is about a mile from where you are now, and has a circuit of about half a mile. It 
seems to be under construction in some places, and you can see a couple of gaps in it.
Leitha:
Are there any lights in the windows? Anybody patrolling around the palisade?
Sarachim:
You can't see any people outside.
Xiriatl:
I concentrate on the inside of the building and cast Vision.
Sarachim:
There are lights on the first floor, but none higher up.
OnlineHost:
thuryl rolled 1 20-sided die:  17
Eric:"More of a fortress than a castle, really."
Xiriatl:
"There are lots of people inside. Mostly human. They don't seem especially alert right now."
Wybren:
"Anyone feeling sneaky right now?"
Eric:
"Any sign of Gramzon?"
Leitha:
"Ahem. Hello, Wybren."
Xiriatl:
"Not that I could see. Wait a minute..." I cast Locate on Gramzon.
OnlineHost:
thuryl rolled 1 20-sided die:  18
Xiriatl:
(I am on fire today.)
(Thankfully, not literally.)
Wybren:
"Me?  Uh...no, I really don't have any gifts in the art of stealth."
Xiriatl:
"He's on the top floor."
Leitha:
"...no, stupid. I meant me."
Wybren:
I smile sheepishly.  "Oh, right."
Eric:
"Can you tell what the humans are wearing? Is it a uniform?"
Xiriatl:
"It's hard to see that much detail, but I don't think so."
"If all we want is to rescue Gramzon, maybe someone could scale the outer wall, since it looks like 
there's only activity on the ground floor..."
Wybren:
To cover my embarrassment, I weave an inspiring tale of Balbus the adventurer, who sneaked 
past an acid dragon to rescue his companions, to inspire Leitha's sneakiness.
OnlineHost:
jtriumphe rolled 1 20-sided die:  19
Leitha:
OKay, I sneak down to the palisade, inspired by Wybrens tale :p
Sarachim:
Roll stealth.
OnlineHost:
Saralfur rolled 1 20-sided die:  6
Sarachim:
Leitha creeps into the twilight, out of your sight.
Wybren:
While she sneaks, I look around behind us to make sure no patrols are going to sneak up on us.
OnlineHost:
jtriumphe rolled 1 20-sided die:  9
Xiriatl:
(This is why I told you not to use up the good rolls. >_>)
Eva Roe:
I fidget.
Eva Roe:
"I should have gone with... if Gramzon's injured..."
Eric:
"You would have been caught too."
Eva Roe:"I meant with Leitha."
Wybren:
"It'll be easier for her to figure how we can rescue Gramzon if she's sneaking around alone.  It's 
for the best."
Sarachim:
Leitha returns.
Xiriatl:
"And we're less likely to draw attention to her if we keep our d-- well, that was quick."
Wybren:
"What news?"
Leitha:
"Right then. They don't know we're here, but it's about 200 feet from the palisade to the building... 
and we'd have to pass a window to do so. If we made it to the tower though, there are some 
battlements we could probably hang a rope from to get up to the top floor without having to fight."
"I did see some people eating, all armed, but they didn't seem alert - nobody was watching the 
windows. I think if we were quiet, we could probably make it."
Wybren:
"Could we take them, or do you recommend that we just try to rescue Gramzon and leave?"
Eric:
"Do we have enough rope?"
Sarachim:
Surglo: "I think so. Gramzon had a lot."
Leitha:
"I mean personally, I'd like to see if they have anything valuable we could take... you know, that 
might identify them as being part of some group or something."
"But I don't know how many of them there are."
Wybren:
"I wonder if I could distract them while the rest of you...do sneaky things."
"I am a traveling bard, after all."
Eva Roe:
"I have something that could work towards that end as well."
Wybren:
"Yes?  What?"
Eva Roe:
"I have a spell... it's meant to stun people, but it's bright and noisy enough that it'd likely get 
everyone's attention. In a pinch, it might be enough to draw them all away."
Wybren:
"Hmm...another idea:  Xir and I could use our ranged weapons to fire through the windows.  We 
could see them, but they couldn't well see us out here in the darkness. That might distract them 
and keep them away from the windows for others to sneak around."
Xiriatl:
"Wouldn't it be better to not do anything to let them know we're here, if we can help it?"
Eva Roe:
"The only problem with any kind of distraction plan is that it alerts them to a threat."
Leitha:
"We could also try to do this without t... Beat me to it Xir."
Eric:
"Yeah."
Wybren:
"Well, that IS the other option."
Wybren:
"Leitha, to rescue Gramzon, how many of us do you need?  Should we all go, or should some of 
us wait out here?"
Eric:
"We probably shouldn't split up. We're outnumbered as it is."
Leitha:"I'm with Eric."
Wybren:
"Good point.  Well, if we have the rope, I guess we should get going."
Eva Roe:
I nod.
Eva Roe:
"Leitha, lead the way."
Leitha:
I nod, and lead the group down, using the path I already took (avoiding the branches this time :p)
Leitha:
(should we roll?)
Sarachim:
Yes, please.
OnlineHost:
Saralfur rolled 1 20-sided die:  12
Nioca rolled 1 20-sided die:  3
jtriumphe rolled 1 20-sided die:  16
Eva Roe:
(Well that's encouraging)
OnlineHost:
Dikiyoba rolled 1 20-sided die:  17
Sarachim:
Thuryl?
OnlineHost:
thuryl rolled 1 20-sided die:  16
Sarachim:
Eva trips on the way, but her companions catch her before she can make a sound. Soon, you're 
all at the base of the castle wall, out of sight of its windows.
The lit window Leitha looked into is immediately to your left, and a dark one is to your right.
Looking up, you see two other rows of windows above you, all dark.
Eva Roe:
I whisper. "How's the rope coming along?"
Sarachim:
Surglo proffers it to Eva. "Here, ma'am."
Eva Roe:
"Um..."
Xiriatl:
"Leitha should go first and lower the rope down. She's best suited to climbing stealthily."
Eva Roe:
"Okay..."
"Yeah, that does sound better.
Leitha:
Is the wall suitable for climbing?
Sarachim:
It is, but it's not perfect for it. If only you had someone who climbed things a lot... :P
Leitha:
:p
"Well, you'd all better get ready to catch me should I slip, got it?"
Sarachim:
Surglo nods.
Leitha:
I take the rope, spend 2 stamina points, and attempt to climb up the side of the castle.
OnlineHost:
Saralfur rolled 1 20-sided die:  9
Sarachim:
How far up?
Leitha:
To the battlements
Sarachim:
Okay. Leitha slowly, carefully climbs the battlements while the rest of you watch from below. 
Eventually, you can just barely make her out as she climbs over the top of them and onto the roof.
Leitha:
Once I'm at the top, I'll fasten the rope as securely as I can to whatever looks sturdy.
Sarachim:
There's not much up here, but the battlement itself does all right.
Leitha:
Then, I'll throw the rope down and wave my arms over the side to signal it's good to climb
Wybren:
Once the rope is secure, I climb up.
(roll?)
Sarachim:
No, no roll necessary. Wybren can climb the rope easily.
Eric:
I follow Wybren up.
Eva Roe:
I climb up as well... but I suspect that I will need a roll.
Sarachim:
You could try a roll, but you doubt you'll succeed. You've never been able to climb a rope before.
Eric:
I see Eva's hesitation and climb back down.
Eva Roe:
I hiss up to the others. "I think it'd be best if I stay down here. I haven't had much luck with 
climbing ropes in the past."
Eric:
"I'll help you up."
Xiriatl:
(And now we see the difference between 1 Strength and 2.)
Eva Roe:
"...If you insist..." I look at the rope hesitantly.
Eric:
(What will it take to help Eva up?)
Sarachim:
Hmm. How are you helping her, exactly?
Wybren:
Can I whisper an inspiring tale down from the battlements?
Sarachim:
You could try it, but it might be heard.
Eric:
(How much does Eva weigh?)
Sarachim:
I imagine her being fairly light, and she's not carrying much.
Xiriatl:
I start climbing up while Eric and Eva are working out what to do.
Sarachim:
Okay. Xiriatl is on the roof.
Eric:
"Eva, I could probably carry you on my back and still be able to climb. I'm pretty strong."
Eva Roe:
"...You sure?"
"I'm fine with waiting here."
Eric:
"Or I could climb up, you could tie yourself to the rope, and we could haul you up.""What'll you do if someone sees you down here, though?"
Sarachim:
Surglo whispers, "Should I climb up while you decide?"
Eric:
"Yes."
Sarachim:
He nods politely, and then climbs up to the roof.
Eva Roe:
"It involves fire. Lots of it. And look at it this way; if I AM seen, it'll give you an ample distraction."
Eva Roe:
"But here..."
I hand Eric the cat.
"I'll be able to keep a watch on you guys through Patches... Not literally, but I should be able to tell 
if you're in trouble."
Eric:
"All right, if you insist. Don't get caught."
Eva Roe:
"I don't intend to."
Eric:
I coax the cat into my pack.
Sarachim:
Patches is reluctant to let Eric carry him, but cooperates.
Eric:
Then I climb up.
Sarachim:
Okay. You're all on the roof except Eva.
Eva Roe:
I take off my bright red cloak and stuff it in my pack.
Wybren:
"Could we tie the rope around her and just pull her up?"
Eva Roe:
I hiss, "Good luck."
Eric:
"We could, but she doesn't seem to want to."
Eric:
I let Patches out. "Good kitty."
Leitha:
"Lets pull the rope up anyway. If she's seen, at least they won't immediately know there are more 
of us around."
Eric:
I haul the rope up but leave it tied to the battlements.
Sarachim:
Okay, done.
Eric:
"Xiriatl, do you know where Gramzon is on the top floor?"
Xiriatl:
"I'll try to get a fix on him..." I cast Locate again (1 stamina).
OnlineHost:
thuryl rolled 1 20-sided die:  8
Xiriatl:
"He's in a cell to the east, on the other side of the building."
Wybren:
"Leitha, you should take point."
Leitha:
"Er, right."
I look around - are there steps to get down to the next floor anywhere near the other side of the building, where Xir said Gramzy was?
Sarachim:
There's nothing up here on the roof but a wooden trapdoor in its center.
Leitha:
Okay then, I carefully open that, if I can.
(carefully meaning quietly)
Sarachim:
It's locked from the other side.
Wybren:
I sigh.
Leitha:
"Okay, plan b. We use the rope to climb into the nearest window."
Eric:
"Can't you pick the lock?"
Wybren:
(Does the trap door have hinges on the outside, by any chance?)
Leitha:
(I assumed it was bolted or something...?)
Sarachim:
The hinges are on the outside, but it does seem to be bolted.
Wybren:
"If we could just unscrew the hinges...with Gramzon's tools..."
Xiriatl:
"If only I'd prepared some acid..."
Sarachim:
". . . oh." Surglo looks upset.
Eric:
"What is it?"
Xiriatl:
"We could probably break it down, but that would make noise."
Sarachim:
"I left Gramzon's tools with Eva, sir. I needed both hands to climb the rope."
Leitha:
"Breaking it is probably a bad idea."
Wybren:
"No worries. It would be easy to lower the rope, tie a tool to the end, and pull it up."
Leitha:
"We could try burning it - it is wood..."
Wybren:
I return to the battlement, and whisper down to Eva, "Eva?"
Xiriatl:
"Even if we unscrew the hinges, how are we going to stop the trapdoor from dropping into the 
space below?"
Sarachim:
You see Eva is still where you left her.
Wybren:
"Uh...we'll hold onto the handle on this side?"
Eva Roe:
I look up. Whisper, "That's either the fastest rescue on record, or something's gone wrong."
Wybren:
"It opens upward.  It shouldn't fall down."
Wybren:
I toss down the rope. "Eva, dig into Gramzy's tools, and tie any screw driver you find onto the rope 
so I can haul it up here."
Eva Roe:
I dig into Gramzon's pack (quietly) and look for a screwdriver.
Sarachim:
You find one.
Eva Roe:
I tie the screwdriver into the rope.
Sarachim:
Okay.
Eric:
(No one has artifice, do they?)
Eva Roe:
(Gramzon has artifice.)
Leitha:
I pull the screwdriver up, untie it, and begin unscrewing the hinges.
Eva Roe:
(Oh wait.)
Sarachim:
As you bring the screwdriver to the door, you note that it has no visible screws.
Wybren:
???
(How are the hinges attached to the roof?)
Xiriatl:
(Invisible screws.)
Sarachim:
(If you have a door nearby, go look at its hinges. You'll note that no screws are visible when it's 
shut. :P)
Xiriatl:
(And me without True Sight.)
Eric:
I try to take apart the hinges. (Use perk as artifice)
OnlineHost:
Dikiyoba rolled 1 20-sided die:  14
Sarachim:
Ooh, I forgot about the perk.
Wybren:
(but this is a trapdoor, and you said the hinges are on the outside!)
Leitha:
(so did the rest of us :p)
Wybren:
???
Xiriatl:
(I think the idea is that part of the hinge pokes out but it's not the part with the screws in it.)
Sarachim:
Eric, muttering prayers to Sliros as he goes, sets about knocking the hinge-pins out of the hinges. 
Soon, the door is only staying in place because Wybren is holding the handle.
Xiriatl:
(My bedroom door works that way. I can photograph it if you want.)
Xiriatl:
"Okay, now we just have to get the door out, quietly."
Wybren:
(Oh...Huh.  I understand what you're saying now.  It's just not how I was visualizing it.  Sorry - 
major misinterpretation there.)
Sarachim:
(No worries. I could have described it better, but there's no harm done.)
Wybren:
"It's a trap door.  We should just be able to lift it, right?"
Leitha:
I help Wybren lift the door away, and then peer down.
Sarachim:
You try to lift the door away, but it's got a chain.
Xiriatl:
How thick is the chain?
Sarachim:
Thin. It's a deadbolt chain.
Xiriatl:
I cast Analyse Structure on it, looking for a weak link that could be broken or sawn through.
OnlineHost:
thuryl rolled 1 20-sided die:  9
Sarachim:
The chain doesn't have any particularly weak links that you can sense.
Eric:
Can we open it enough to get in without needing to lift it out?
Wybren:
(How does the deadbolt chain keep us from lifting a door that is off its hinges?)
Xiriatl:
(It's affixed further inside.)
Leitha:
Or even just enough to unfasten the chain?
Sarachim:
Yeah, that works. You could do either.
Leitha:
I undo the chain then.
Sarachim:
Okay. The door comes away easily, revealing a ladder down to a dark hallway below.
Leitha:
"Ready?"
Eric:
"Ready."
Xiriatl:
"After you."
Leitha:
I slowly, quietly climb down the ladder, letting my eyes grow used to the dark.
Eric:
I follow Leitha down.
Xiriatl:
I follow.
Wybren:
I follow too.
Leitha:
"We're heading to the east side, correct?" (whispered)
Eric:
"Yes."
Sarachim:
Once your eyes adjust, you see that you're in the middle of a grid of hallways surrounding square 
cell blocks. A few torches line the wall, giving off a feeble light.
You also hear echoing footsteps. You're not alone on this floor.
Leitha:
Can we tell how many people are making the footsteps?
Wybren:
"Should we shut the trap door?" I whisper.
Eric:
"How?"
Sarachim:
It's tough to say, what with the echo, but it sounds like two.
Xiriatl:
"Shh."
Leitha:
"We could cover the hole up at least some of the way, so that it's less obvious somebody broke 
in." (whisper)
Xiriatl:
"That's all very well, but it'll still be obvious that we're here."
Leitha:
"Not if we're not seen."
Xiriatl:
"They're guards. They'll have lights."
Eric:
Perception check: can I tell whether there are any other prisoners here besides Gramzon?
OnlineHost:
Dikiyoba rolled 1 20-sided die:  18
Eric:
"If there are only two guards, we stand a good chance of taking them down quickly and quietly."
Sarachim:
None immediately nearby, but given the size of the building, there must be many cells you can't 
see from here.
Xiriatl:
"That might be the best option."
Leitha:
"Yes - they won't be able to see us if we sneak up behind them."
Eric:
Can I keep my eye open while we walk without needing to reroll?
Sarachim:
Sure.
Eric:
Okay. When we start moving, I do that.
Xiriatl:
"Thinking of releasing other prisoners to create a diversion, Eric?"
Xiriatl:
"Save it until after we're ready to leave, at least."
Leitha:
"Might be a good idea, but we need to move before we're spotted. Come on."
Sarachim:
The hallway you're in runs north-south. Based on its length, it seems to run the length of the 
building. It's lined with cells.
Others branch off it at regular intervals.
Leitha:
I stealthily lead the group towards where I think the nearest footsteps are echoing from, pressing 
myself to walls to check around corners
Sarachim:
Roll stealth, then.
Xiriatl:
(The rest of us too?)
Sarachim:
Anybody who's moving stealthily. 
OnlineHost:
thuryl rolled 1 20-sided die:  9
Saralfur rolled 1 20-sided die:  1
jtriumphe rolled 1 20-sided die:  14
Xiriatl:
fffff
Leitha:(f@#$)
Sarachim:
Diki?
Wybren:
Fail.
OnlineHost:
Dikiyoba rolled 1 20-sided die:  13
Sarachim:
Leitha, peeking around the corner to her right at an intersection, fails to notice the guard to her 
left.
He shouts "Roury! Come quick!" He draws a sword and charges
Wybren:
(Does he see the rest of us?)
Sarachim:
You can't tell yet.
Leitha:
"Oh, you really weren't playing fair then!"
I draw my daggers and leap at him
Eric:
I pull out my halberd and attack the guard.
OnlineHost:
Dikiyoba rolled 1 20-sided die:  5
Saralfur rolled 1 20-sided die:  18
Sarachim:
Leitha stabs the guard, but he still manages to duck Eric's halberd.
Xiriatl:
I fire a slingstone at his head.
Wybren:
(From my hopefully stealthy  position, I ready my crossbow and look for a clear shot at the guard. 
If I get one, I fire using the following roll.)
OnlineHost:
thuryl rolled 1 20-sided die:  8
OnlineHost:
jtriumphe rolled 1 20-sided die:  12
Sarachim:
Xiriatl's slingstone misses, and clatters across the stone floor. Wybren's bolt hits, though.
Sarachim:
The guard jabs at Leitha with his sword, but she dodges easily.
You gear running footsteps coming up the hallway behind you.
Your turn.
Leitha:
Stabby stabby.
OnlineHost:
Saralfur rolled 1 20-sided die:  16
Sarachim:
Leitha stabs the guard in the chest, and he staggers.
Wybren:
I reload my crossbow, turn, and fire if I see another guard.
OnlineHost:
jtriumphe rolled 1 20-sided die:  6
Xiriatl:
"Winning this fight won't do us much good if we have the whole castle after us!" I fire another 
slingstone at the wounded guard.
OnlineHost:
thuryl rolled 1 20-sided die:  15
Eric:How close is the other guard?
Sarachim:
Xiriatl's slingstone strikes the guard in the head, and he falls with a distressingly heavy thud.
As he does, the other guard comes into view, about 20 feet away. Wybren fires at him and 
misses. He turns on his heel, and runs back the way he came.
Eric:
Is there anything on the ground nearby?
Sarachim:
Just the guard.
Xiriatl:
"Well, I'd say we have about thirty seconds to find and rescue Gramzon before this whole place is 
swarmed."
Wybren:
"Quick, find Gramzon, Xir!"
Sarachim:
And your missles, I guess.
Xiriatl:
I cast Locate again (1 stamina)
OnlineHost:
thuryl rolled 1 20-sided die:  6
Leitha:
"Find G, I'll try and deal with the guard."
Eric:
"You don't have much time."
Leitha:
I set off at a sprint to catch the fleeing guard (1 stamina)
Xiriatl:
"He's in the next block to the north. Everyone, hurry!"
Sarachim:
Leitha is right on the guard's heels.
Xiriatl:
I head north.
Eric:
I follow Xiriatl, keeping my eyes open for any other prisoners in here.
Leitha:
Close enough to attack?
Sarachim:
Yes.
Sarachim:
The rest of you follow Xiriatl north. You don't see any other prisoners, but you spot Gramzon 
immediately. He's sleeping.
Wybren:
Actually, I try to collect either or both of my crossbow bolts and then wait and watch the direction 
Leitha went.  I load my crossbow again and prepare to fire at anyone pursuing her when she 
comes back.
Sarachim:
Okay.
Leitha:
I leap onto his back, bringing my daggers round his throat. 1 stamina.
OnlineHost:
Saralfur rolled 1 20-sided die:  17
Xiriatl:
I check Gramzon's cell door. Is it locked with a key?
Sarachim:
Leitha tackles the guard. She doesn't stab him, but she does have him on the ground. His sword 
is undrawn.
Sarachim:
Yes, it is locked with a key.
Xiriatl:
Is the key anywhere to be seen?
Sarachim:
(Yes, somebody left it in the lock. How thoughtless! :P)
Seriously, no. :P
Xiriatl:
"Hang on, I have some experience with tools..." I dig some thin metal probes out of my alchemy kit 
and use them to pick the lock. (Knew that Thievery skill would come in handy eventually...)
OnlineHost:
thuryl rolled 1 20-sided die:  12
Nioca rolled 1 20-sided die:  11 (Flameburst)
Sarachim:
Xiriatl picks the lock, and the door swings open.
Xiriatl:
I enter the cell and check Gramzon for injuries.
Leitha:
Now can I stab the guard? :p
Sarachim:
Sure, stab away.
Leitha:
Yay!
OnlineHost:
Saralfur rolled 1 20-sided die:  12
Sarachim:
Gramzon is bruised a lot, but unhurt. He wakes as you examine him, and smiles.
Eric:
"Do you need help, or can you run?"
Xiriatl:
"It's good to see you again, Gramzon, but we're about to have at least a dozen guards on our tail. 
So I'd suggest we save the reunion for later."
Sarachim:
The guard grabs Leitha's dagger from below as she pushes down. There's a brief struggle, which 
ends with the dagger in his throat. He screams in pain, and goes limp.
Gramzon slowly gets up, and snatches his spear from Surglo. "Let's go."
Leitha:
I check the body for any keys (and money :p)
Sarachim:
He has neither.
Leitha:
OKay, I'll make my way back to the others.
Sarachim:
Okay. You're reunited halfway between the guard's body and Gramzon's cell.
You hear pounding footsteps below you, in several directions.
Eric:
"Back to the trapdoor, hurry!"
Wybren:
"It's time for us to leave."
Xiriatl:
I follow Eric's suggestion.
Eric:
I run towards the trapdoor and climb up.
Wybren:
Since they know we're here, I begin a discordant chant, to confuse and disorient our enemies.
OnlineHost:jtriumphe rolled 1 20-sided die:  6
Nioca rolled 1 20-sided die:  11
Sarachim:
You make it back to the ladder. The footsteps are getting closer, but not up to this floor yet.
(Discordant chant works on one visible enemy.)
Wybren:
(Oh, never mind then; I thought they were closer)
Xiriatl:
I start climbing up as fast as I safely can.
Sarachim:
You hear a small explosion somewhere below you.
Wybren:
I climb to the roof too.
Sarachim:
You're back on the roof. You hear horns blowing somewhere inside.
Leitha:
"I sort of get the impression they're alerted because of Eva, not us you know. I do hope she hasn't 
got us all killed."
Wybren:
Once everyone is on the roof top, I try to pull the ladder up here and set the trap door back in its 
place.
Eric:
I run over to the spot where we left the rope.
Xiriatl:
"Just run!" I accompany Eric.
Eric:
Can I see what's happening down below where we left Eva?
Sarachim:
She's about where you left her. There's a fire coming out the window of one of the first-floor rooms 
by her.
Sarachim:
Wybren pulls the ladder up, but reattaching the trapdoor would take time.
Xiriatl:
I unfold my wings, take a running jump off the roof and glide down. (Roll?)
Sarachim:
Yes.
OnlineHost:
thuryl rolled 1 20-sided die:  2
Xiriatl:
(ffff)
Sarachim:
Xiriatl hurtles gracefully into the ground, taking 2 damage.
Eva Roe:
I stare, shocked. "What the hell?" I whisper.
Eric:
I drop the rope and climb down.
Eva Roe:
Then I look up.
Xiriatl:
"Ugh. I'm a little out of practice."
Sarachim:
The others are above you.
Leitha:
"Ha, that'll teach him!"
Xiriatl:
"Eva, now would be a good time to start running!"
Leitha:
I follow Eric down on the rope
Eva Roe:
"C'mon, let's go!" I hiss.
Wybren:
I follow the others down the rope.
Sarachim:
There are many people on the third floor now.
Eva Roe:
I help Xiriatl up.
Sarachim:
Roll to descend quickly.
OnlineHost:
jtriumphe rolled 1 20-sided die:  8
Saralfur rolled 1 20-sided die:  3
Dikiyoba rolled 1 20-sided die:  10
Sarachim:
It takes longer than you'd like, and Leitha gets some bad rope burn, but you make it to the ground.
Half a dozen armed people come charging around a corner, and see you. They draw their 
weapons and charge.
Wybren:
"Eva, can you set the rope on fire-OH!"
Eva Roe:
I back off a bit and open up with another flameburst on the guards.
OnlineHost:
Nioca rolled 1 20-sided die:  2
Eva Roe:
(Well that didn't work)
Sarachim:
It explodes harmlessly over their heads.
Wybren:
I begin a battlesong while running toward the palisade.
Eric:
"There's too many of them. Everyone's here, so let's run."
Xiriatl:
I hold up the vial of Protective Oil from my pouch and point at the guards. "Stop right there and go 
back where you came from or I'll kill every last one of you and bring your precious little castle 
tumbling down to its foundations!" (Bluff check, God help me)
OnlineHost:
jtriumphe rolled 1 20-sided die:  10
OnlineHost:
thuryl rolled 1 20-sided die:  2
Wybren:
...
Xiriatl:
(And that's why I'm an atheist.)
Eva Roe:
(Heh)
Sarachim:
Wybren's song fills you with confidence, but Xiriatl's intimidation skills do not. If the soldiers hear 
him, they don't react.
Wybren:
(At least we'll all run more confidently!!!)
:-)
Eva Roe:
(I'm now simultaneously realizing what I should have cast, and what I'm thankful I didn't)
Sarachim:
One of them stops, reaches back, and throws a spear. It lands point-down at Gramzon's feet.
Eva Roe:
(Our turn?)
Sarachim:
Yes.
Eva Roe:
How far away are they?
Sarachim:
About 20 feet, and closing fast.
Eric:
I hurl the spear at the advancing guards and then run.
OnlineHost:
Dikiyoba rolled 1 20-sided die:  14
Wybren:
I turn and fire off a crossbow bolt at the front runner, then keep running.
OnlineHost:
jtriumphe rolled 1 20-sided die:  3
Xiriatl:
I take a pot-shot at the frontmost guard with my sling and then leg it.
OnlineHost:
thuryl rolled 1 20-sided die:  2
Eva Roe:
I run as well, firing a flashbang at the hostile group as I do so.
Sarachim:
Eric hits his mark, while Wybren and Xiriatl miss.
OnlineHost:
Nioca rolled 1 20-sided die:  17
Eva Roe:
(Hiya)
Sarachim:
There is a blinding flash and a loud CRACK as Eva's flashbang explodes in the guards' faces. 
They all stop, stunned.
Leitha:
I run too, but wave and shout over and behind  the advancing soldiers "We got him out, finish off 
the rest of them for us!"
Leitha:
(oh, redundant much.)
Sarachim:
One of them, groping blindly around him, retains the presence of mind to shout. "The prisoner is 
escaping!"
As you pass the palisade, more come pouring out the front door.
Xiriatl:
"They can't follow us forever! Keep running!"
Eric:
I keep running.
Wybren:
I do too.
Eva Roe:
I keep running as well.
Wybren:
(I'm still singing, inspiring all to run with endurance)
Sarachim:
Some of them have bows, and soon arrows are landing all around you. One hits Wybren in the 
back for 3 damage.
Heroically, he continues his song without missing a beat.
Wybren:
(Hahahaha!)
Xiriatl:
How far are we from the goblin tribe now?
Sarachim:
You're at the edge of the trees now. The archers fire a parting volley, but they all miss. About ten 
of them are still chasing you.
Xiriatl:
Oh, okay. :P
Sarachim:
The goblin tribe was about three miles from here.
Eva Roe:
"Eric! Cat!"
Eric:
"I have her. I think!"
Wybren:
(We're still running, right?)
Sarachim:
He does.
Yes, you are.
Eva Roe:
"That... did not go as planned."
Leitha:
"Yes it did. We got Gramzy"
Eric:
"We found Gramzon and got out alive. What more do you want?"
Sarachim:
As if to remind you that you are using the wrong verb tense, one of the ones still chasing you 
throws a spear that just misses Eric.
Eva Roe:
"How 'bout less pursuers?"
Xiriatl:
"The forest is coming up! Do we want to keep running or hide and wait for them?"
Eric:
I pause briefly to pick it up and hurl it back.
OnlineHost:
Dikiyoba rolled 1 20-sided die:  11
Wybren:
I fit the words "keep running" in my song.
Eva Roe:
I fire Ball Lightning behind me, then keep running.
Sarachim:
It hits the thrower in the leg, forcing him to stop. The rest are still coming on, though.
OnlineHost:
Nioca rolled 1 20-sided die:  5
Xiriatl:
"Anyone have some caltrops handy?"
Sarachim:
The lightning arcs dramatically among the trees as you enter the edge of the swamp, but doesn't 
hit anybody.
Under the trees, there's much less moonlight. It's hard to see where you're going.
Wybren:
My battlesong sings of the ferocious wildlife we've overcome, and wishes some of it could come to 
our aid right about now, to eat our pursuers.
Eric:
I look around to make sure we still have everyone with us.
Eva Roe:
"Wait; where's Suglo?"
Sarachim:
Surglo is a short distance ahead, running silently.
Eva Roe:
"Oh. There he is."
Xiriatl:
"It's going to be hard to keep running in this swamp!"
Sarachim:
Your pursuers are still with you. They're not gaining, but they're not losing any ground either.
Eric:
"Good. That means we have a chance to lose them."
Wybren:
(Can we move more quickly if we spend stamina?)
Sarachim:
Yes, but it would be a sprint. You'll move slower later.
Eva Roe:
(I think we need to conserve stamina here.)
Eric:
Perception check for any good hiding spots.
OnlineHost:
Dikiyoba rolled 1 20-sided die:  1
Sarachim:
Well, more of a sprint than what you're already doing, I mean.
Eric:
(Uh-oh.)
Xiriatl:
I cast Instinct to help find the best path through the swamp and avoid obstacles.
OnlineHost:
thuryl rolled 1 20-sided die:  15
Sarachim:
Eirc stops looking where he's going for a second, and trips over a root. He strikes his head on a 
tree for 1 damage, and falls flat.
Xiriatl:
"Eric! Get up!"
Sarachim:
Xiriatl, without breaking stride, helps him up and darts through the mud with incredible 
nimbleness.
Eva Roe:
I stop, run over to Eric, and fire a flameburst at the oncoming men.
Wait.
Cancel that.
Sarachim:
Okay.
Eva Roe:
I keep running.
Xiriatl:
"Everyone follow in my footsteps!"
Eric:
"Thanks."
Eva Roe:
Preferably following Xiriatl.
Wybren:
I follow Xiriatl.
Sarachim:
It takes a while, but eventually the chasers' footsteps and shouts fade. You think you've lost them.
Wybren:
(Along the way, I stopped singing so we wouldn't be as easy to hear)
Sarachim:
(I assumed that. :P)
Xiriatl:
I fall to my knees, breathing heavily. "I... I think we're safe now."
Eric:
"What now? Back to the goblins, or back to the coast where we were shipwrecked?"
Wybren:
"Surglo, I assume you'll make it safely back to your tribe from here?"
Eva Roe:
I slow to a stop, also breathing heavily. "We can't let those guys massacre the camps. Whatever 
our feelings towards Doburn are."
Sarachim:
Surglo busies himself behind you. "Yes, sir. With respect, sir, we need to cover our tracks from 
here."
Xiriatl:
"Gramzon, do you have any idea who they are?"
Wybren:
"I don't want to lead that crowd back to the goblins and Thuja, so I don't think we should go back 
there...though I'd love to see Eric talk to Thuja like we discussed."
Eva Roe:
I examine the others. "Leitha... you don't look so good."
Sarachim:
Gramzon: "It's a long story. I'll tell you when I have a cup of tea."
Eric:
"Surglo, do you need any help covering our tracks?"
Wybren:
I also offer to help.
Sarachim:
"No, sir, but if you leave me be sure to cover your own.""
Eva Roe:
I cast a healing spell on Leitha.
OnlineHost:
Nioca rolled 1 20-sided die:  4
Eric:
"All right."
Eva Roe:
(That's... helpful.)
Sarachim:
Leitha is healed for 3, costing 1 stamina.
Leitha:
"Er, thanks."
Eva Roe:
"Don't mention it."
Leitha:
(im on 12 now, right?)
Sarachim:
(Yes.)
(Wait, no. I had 14)
(Did I miss something?)
Eva Roe:
(I've got 12 as well.)
Sarachim:
(I'll believe you for now, until I've got time to review the last two sessions carefully. :P)
Wybren:"I think we should stick with Surglo for now; he's obviously better woodsman than the rest of us 
put together."
Sarachim:
Gramzon: "Hey, we tracked him down, didn't we?"
Leitha:
"There is that, but also I'd like to get off this island at some point, and Doburn is still the best 
chance we have."
Eva Roe:
"We can't let the camps get attacked. Or, at the very least, we need to make an attempt to stop 
these guys."
Wybren:
"But unless you want to talk to Thuja, Eric, we should either head south toward weather problem, 
or back to the coast."
Eric:
"Back to the coast for now."
Wybren:
"We don't know that those soldiers even know the dwarves on the coast, though."
Eva Roe:
"They know something. Why else would they head for it?"
Leitha:
"No, but they were headed that way."
Xiriatl:
"They might have met, at least. Any clue is better than no clue."
Wybren:
(Sorry, forgot)
Xiriatl:
"And we don't know for sure that the soldiers aren't connected to the weather."
Sarachim:
Gramzon: "I think they are connected. I'll tell you about it later."
End session.

